G Suite: a journey of customer focused innovation.

We made G Suite because we want to help businesses work faster, smarter, and more collaboratively. We’re constantly innovating to help teams do their best work. Here’s a look back at how the journey started. We can’t wait to show you what’s next.

G Suite:

- Gmail
- Calendar
- Docs
- Sheets
- Admin Console
- Sites
- Apps (Vault, Drive, Forms, Slides)
- 2006

- G+
- 2010
  - Google opens a marketplace for third-party business apps that integrate with G Suite

- Sites
- 2008
- Drive
- 2012

- Vault
- 2011
- Keep
- 2013
- Hangouts
- Meeting
- Hangouts Meet
- Hardware

- Drive upgrades business customers with unlimited storage
- 2014

- 2 million businesses use G Suite
- 2015

- 3 million businesses use G Suite
- 2017

- 4 million businesses on G Suite
- 2018

- 4 million businesses
- 2018
- 1.5 billion Gmail monthly active users
- 2018
- 1 billion monthly Google Drive users with over 1 trillion files stored
- 2018
- 80 million students and educators using G Suite for Education
- 2018

- 74% of all time spent in Docs, Sheets and Slides is collaborative time
- 2018
- Over 300% ROI estimated when moving to G Suite
- 2018
- Zero reported or detected G Suite account hijackings after security key deployments
- 2018
- Businesses can save millions from better licensing and management costs
- 2018
- Organizations have moved over 20k users to G Suite in a single weekend
- 2018

Security Center
- Google Voice
- 4 million businesses use G Suite
- 2018

Google Voice
- Hangouts Chat
- Hangouts Meet
- Hardware
- 2018

Keep
- Hangouts
- 2018

G Suite adds security controls like DLP and Security Key enforcement
- 2018

80 million students and educators using G Suite for Education
- 2018
**Mobile Device Management (MDM)**
- More admin controls over company-owned devices
- More insights into company-issued mobile devices
- Easier setup for company-owned devices
- Enhanced MDM for iOS
- Additional activities in the devices auditing
- Mobile Google Management support for Hangouts Meet
- Password policy enforcement on Android work profiles
- Activities can observe to all managed mobile devices
- Managed configurations for Android apps
- Managed app runtime permissions
- Android devices owned by the Device Policy API
- Publish apps to multiple organizational units
- See activity for managed iOS devices

**Gmail**
- Delegated access via Gmail API
- Gmail role notification functionalities
- Drafting available on web and mobile Gmail
- Undo sends in Android Gmail
- New Gmail (GA)
- High-priority notification in Android Gmail
- High-priority notification in iOS Gmail
- View email as sent attachment in Gmail
- Reminders to respond in Gmail
- Offline Gmail
- Role for Gmail confidential conversations
- New Gmail (Beta)
- View presence in Gmail
- View presence in Calendar
- Custom backgrounds and more in Calendar
- Breakout rooms in Classroom
- Instant Gmail Ads via for your domain
- Hoverstates for constants with more info about groups
- View from multiple accounts
- Custom settings in Gmail and more
- Smart compose in Gmail
- Smart compose in Gmail

**Jamboard**
- New edition features in Jamboard
- Jamboard in Japan
- Mobile improvements for Jamboard
- Jamboard in Australia
- Bluetooth conferencing in Jamboard
- Contextual auto-detection and more in Jamboard
- Australian in Jamboard
- Jamboard as a core service
- New settings and sharing for Jamboard
- flere for Jamboard
- Manage Jamboard fleet from Admin Console

**Calendar**
- Third-party conferencing in Calendar
- Propose a time in Calendar
- Quick access to Calendar
- Automatic time in Calendar
- More insights in Calendar
- Rich insights in Calendar
- Intelligent room suggestions in Calendar
- Out of office and working hours in Calendar
- Join meetings from more than three parties
- Alert for more than one declined in a meeting in Calendar
- Include a message when changing meeting details in Calendar
- Event details support in Calendar
- Alert for duplicate events in Calendar
- Android app
- iOS app
- Assistant for Calendar
- More insights into Calendar

**Drive**
- Real-time presence for Office files shared in Drive
- Access any part of Drive with Drive for Google apps
- Intelligent search in Drive
- Build-in protection and restrictions for Team Drives
- Drive on application
- New version of Drive for Google apps
- New file organization in Drive
- New Drive file虽然是 settings
- Gmail enabled on a Drive
- New Blacklist in Drive
- New team DRIVE in Drive
- Search in the Drive
- New team Drive and more

**Hangouts Meet**
- Live streaming in Hangouts Meet
- New background design for Hangouts Meet
- Edit video conferencing basics from Calendar event details page
- Longer time in Hangouts Meet
- Improved Hangouts Meet configuration for meeting rooms
- Third-party interactivity for Hangouts Meet
- Easier calling using Chromecast for Meetings devices
- Updates to hangouts/huddle home screen and menu
- Hangouts Meet compatibility with Firefox
- Display numbers for Hangouts Meet
- Display for Hangouts Meet in a more market
- Display in Hangouts Meet from a more market
- Free calling from Hangouts Meet to US and Canada
- Additional dial-in countries for Hangouts Meet
- Fixed to zoom in Hangouts Meet and Android apps
- Hangouts Meet to display for more
- Up to 100 participants in Hangouts Meet
- Invite people to an ongoing hangouts meet meeting
- Watch Hangouts meet meetings live stream conference room
- Hangouts Meet add-on for Outlook
- Display for hangouts in meet

**Docs**
- Quick Access to Adobe panel for Docs, Sheets, Slides, and Calendar
- Docs Activity dashboard (SA)
- Grammar suggestions in Docs (Beta)
- Better view in Docs
- New insights in Docs Activity dashboard
- Copy a previous version in Docs, Sheets, and Slides
- Docs Quick Access for docs
- New insights in Docs Activity dashboard
- More improvements in Docs and Slides
- Insert an image from your webview in Docs, Slides, and Drawings
- Merge Allen state right panel mode in Docs, Android apps
- Improved menus and toolbars in Docs and Slides
- Access activity dashboard with one click from Docs
- More info for Calendar in Docs
- Access activity dashboard with one click from Docs
- Link to a specific section in Docs using bookmarks in iOS app
- New for Slide for Slides
- Add images and charts from multiple files for Google Drive
- Vertical view for slide management in Docs

**Sites**
- Buttons in Sites
- Section reports in Sites
- Embedded links in Sites
- New site and position controls in Sites
- Copy a site in the new Google Sites
- Sites automatic conversion tool
- Cover info and get requests in new Sites
- Custom links in Sites
- Subdomains in new Sites URLs
- Publish rules to a specific audience
- Persistent URLs in new Sites
- Search for pages in new Sites
- Enhanced HTML and javascript in new Sites

**Sheets**
- Sheets Salesforce add-on (SA)
- Sheets BigQuery and GCP integration (Beta)
- Sheets Salesforce add-on for Drupal
- Extended Google support in Sheets
- More control of chart labels in Sheets
- New fonts in Sheets

**Hangouts Chat**
- Third-party bot whitelisting for Hangouts Chat
- Sessions in Hangouts Chat
- Hangouts Chat for Hangouts Chat
- SmartReply in Hangouts Chat
- Security
- Security center investigation tool
- Alerts in Hangouts Chat
- Alert for new messages in Hangouts Chat
- Custom background in Hangouts Chat
- Smart Reply in Hangouts Chat
- Security for Hangouts Chat
- Advanced search in hangouts chat

**Security**
- Security
- Security center investigation tool
- Alert for new messages
- Custom background in Hangouts Chat
- Alert for new messages
- Advanced search in hangouts chat
- Advanced search in hangouts chat

**Accounts**
- My third-party apps added to SAML apps catalog
- Provision users automatically for third-party apps

**Keep**
- Add notes to keep in Android
- More control over chart labels in Keep
- Macro recorder in Sheets
- Expanded Braille support in Sheets
- More control of chart labels in Sheets
- New fonts in Sheets

**Apps Script**
- Add apps to apps Script
- More control over Apps Script projects

**Vault**
- Vault for Android
- Hangouts Meet and Drive track file revelations in Vault
- Improved search and exports in Vault
- Vault for Hangouts Chat
- Enhanced search in Vault

**Voice**
- Voice for G Suite (Beta)
- Voice message history in Voice

**Tasks**
- Tasks as a core service
- Tasks app for iOS

**App Maker**
- App Maker as an additional service

**Chrome**
- A more secure sign-in in Chrome

**Slides**
- Linking in Docs, Google sheets, and more
- Enhanced form filling in Google Slides
- Drive web previewing on Google Slides app
- New size and position controls in Slides
- Copy formatting to multiple objects in Slides
- Automatic real-time captions when presenting in Slides

**Identity**
- Google permissions in G Suite
- Session length customization for G Suite services
- Attach security keys to Android devices via USB
- Material Design principles in sign-in page
- Secure chrome general availability

**G Suite**
- Custom logins in the Google Login
- G Suite Enterprise for Education
- Chrome Classroom for all G Suite users

**Cloud search**
- Third-party indexing in cloud search

---

*Only available for G Suite business and enterprise editions.
** Only available for G Suite enterprise edition.